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The 1933 Norwegian Nonfiction Novel  
Two Suspicious Characters: 
 Thirty-three Years before In Cold Blood
Jo Bech-Karlsen
BI Norwegian Business School, Norway
The drama inherent to murder stories is a natural subject for literary 
reportage. This is no less so in Norway. Long before Capote, there was 
Gunnar Larsen.
In 1926 one of the most reported cases in the history of Norwegian crime took place. “The Country Policemen Murders” it was called in the news. 
Two policemen were killed after a robbery. The young journalist Gunnar Lar-
sen in the daily newspaper Dagbladet covered the two months’ intense chase 
for the two murderers. Seven years later, in 1933, he published a book based 
on the case—Two Suspicious Characters.1 The book has been described as 
Norway’s very first “documentary novel”—thirty years before this genre term 
came into use in Scandinavia,2 and thirty-three years before Truman Capote 
published In Cold Blood, claiming that he invented the “nonfiction novel,” 3 a 
claim numerous scholars have long demonstrated has little real basis.4 Larsen’s 
Two Suspicious Characters provides further evidence not only that the claim 
was spurious, but that the genre was practiced well beyond the shores of the 
United States. The similarities between the two books are striking. Among 
the more salient, Capote and Larsen both use reconstruction as their main 
method. Both depict two murderers’ attempt to escape from the police after 
having committed brutal murders. Some of the similarities might be coinci-
dental or driven by the fact that both books may be viewed as “true crime,” 
a nonfiction genre in which the author examines an actual crime. This genre 
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was popular in the 1930s not only in the United States but also in Norway 
when Larsen wrote his book.
However, one important cultural and discursive difference should be em-
phasized from the outset: Reconstruction historically has not been acceptable 
in Norwegian literary reportage. But it is acceptable in the Norwegian con-
ception of the “nonfiction novel” transplanted from the United States after 
Capote invented the term.
The purpose of this essay is twofold. First, it is partly a comparison of 
Two Suspicious Characters with In Cold Blood. I am not the first to do this. 
Norwegian scholars have already compared the two books, and as journalism 
scholar Martin Eide notes, “the comparison usually comes out in favor of the 
Norwegian journalist.”5 My focus in the comparison is on how true the two 
books are to the facts. Second, I want to highlight Gunnar Larsen’s place in 
the history of literary journalism and to show to an international audience of 
scholars his valuable contribution to the nonfiction novel genre in Norway. 
In my opinion, if Larsen had published his book in English, he would be 
considered to be in the same league as Capote and Norman Mailer. In fact, 
they all wrote “true crime.”
Ultimately, Two Suspicious Characters is the better of the two, I would 
suggest. But then, of course, I bring to it a Norwegian perspective.
BACKgrouNd
Gunnar Larsen, who lived from 1900 to 1958, came to the daily newspa-per Dagbladet in 1923 educated as a lawyer. He became news editor in 
1930 and editor-in-chief in 1954. Four years later, at age fifty-eight, he died. 
As a reporter and newspaper columnist he was famous for his modern and 
elegant style. According to Randi Bård Størmer, his biographer, “Many of his 
texts are among the best ever written in [the] Norwegian press.”6 Similar to 
some of the New Journalists from the 1970s, Larsen had serious alcohol and 
drug problems that became worse when he left his wife and two children and 
started a new life with a divorcée. It was a notable scandal at the time. Larsen 
was often found sleeping in his office in the morning with manuscripts and 
bottles around him. To break through the alcohol intoxication so that he 
could write, he used amphetamines. His drug abuse apparently caused his 
early death. At the time of his death, in addition to his prodigious work as a 
newspaperman, he had published five novels and was working on his sixth, 
according to Størmer.
Two Suspicious Characters is Larsen’s second “novel,” although it can 
make, of course, a claim to being journalism or nonfiction, but a claim not 
readily acknowledged in Norway where what constitutes “journalism” and 
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“nonfiction” is different from how it is viewed in other countries such as the 
United States. Told in the third person, the book charts the dramatic story 
of the two murderers sought by the police, based on the true event of “The 
Country Policemen Murders” reported initially in the newspaper press. After 
a robbery the two policemen in pursuit of the perpetrators were killed. One 
died immediately; the other lived long enough to identify the murderers. 
This is the starting point for an extensive police pursuit of the criminals in a 
large area of eastern Norway. In Larsen’s “novel” the chase is mainly perceived 
through the young and sensitive boy Gustav. The reader only comes close to 
the older and tougher man, Ekstrøm, in the last part of the book. In the work 
Larsen has changed the names of the originals, probably for ethical and legal 
reasons. Gustav’s real name was Henning Sigurd Madsen, and Ekstrøm’s was 
Anton Emanuel Oskar Svensson.
The style has been said to resemble that of Ernest Hemingway, particular-
ly through the tone, its impression of reportage, of being there, and the lean 
descriptive style reflecting dramatic suspense. As his publishing house puts 
it, the novel “depicts the chase with nerve and intensity.”7 After two months 
the murderers are surrounded by the police, and Ekstrøm kills himself with a 
revolver, ending the book.
disquAlified As NoNfiCtioN?
Journalism scholar Thore Roksvold calls Two Suspicious Characters a “drama-tized fiction” based on the newspaper account of the chase for the murder-
ers. He states that this dramatization “disqualifies the text as nonfiction,” even 
if the novel is based on a real event, and even if “Larsen himself had driven 
and walked the route [the murderers] fled to make the account as authentic 
as possible.”8 That Larsen uses the third-person point of view apparently does 
not trouble Roksvold. Rather, to him “What makes the text fiction and not 
journalism is first of all that he quotes the thoughts of . . . one of the two 
criminals that died,” someone “Larsen could not possibly have talked to.”9 
Roksvold’s observation suggests he could have accepted the book as nonfic-
tion if Larsen had met and interviewed both murderers, as Capote did. But 
Larsen only met the murderer who survived the chase, which in Roksvold’s 
view weakened the documentary basis for reconstruction. I will return to this 
at the end of this essay. But at this point I have three criticisms to Roksvold’s 
argument. First, the part dealing with Ekstrøm covers only fourteen pages 
out of 155, less than 10 percent of the text. It is only in this part that Larsen 
“quotes the thoughts” of the criminal who died before Larsen could have 
interviewed him. Second, this is the last part of the book, where the author 
changes third point of view from the young man Gustav (“The boy”) to the 
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elder man Ekstrøm (“The man”), who kills himself at the end of the chase. 
Gustav survives and is sentenced to prison for life.  Larsen said he met and 
interviewed Gustav in prison, though not by any means as comprehensively 
as Capote interviewed the murderers for his book. Third, my reading of the 
two books clearly shows that Capote used reconstruction that was not based 
on interview or observation much as Larsen did regarding Ekstrøm. Even if 
he met both his murderers in prison, he never met the members of the mur-
dered Clutter family, who are described extensively and in detail in the first 
part of the book.  But he writes as if he had, using third-person point of view 
and even interior voice. He based this reconstruction on “hundreds of hours 
with the killers” and a long correspondence with them.10
CoNfusioN ABout the geNre
The reception of Two Suspicious Characters has always been divided. The Norwegian literary scholar Ellen Rees writes that the text’s hybridity—
the fluid border between fact and fiction in the narrative—“has resulted in 
the lack of scholarly consensus regarding the genre status of the text.”11 But 
she disagrees with scholars who say the text should be interpreted as a fic-
tional novel, which would privilege the purely literary and aesthetic quality 
of the text. She argues that the book’s  “factual basis (the newspaper reporting 
done by Larsen in 1926) is both unavoidable and theoretically compelling,” 
adding, “The text’s documentary sources are in my view crucial elements of 
the plot and structure.”12 Rees calls Larsen’s book a “documentary novel,” but 
realizes that this genre most often is associated with the 1960s and 1970s and 
so suggests considering less period-specific terms: “One might, for example, 
define the text as an outstanding early example of creative nonfiction with 
elements of the sub-genre known as true crime.”13
But as noted earlier, some influential scholars have insisted, and still insist, 
that Two Suspicious Characters should be interpreted as a fictional novel. In 
addition to Roksvold, Geir Gulliksen argues that its factual elements are sub-
ordinate to the fictional, and that “the act of rewriting a story previously writ-
ten about as a journalist effectively transform[s] the events into fiction.”14 
Such a conclusion, however, has not been the most common in the re-
ception of the book.  Sigurd Hoel, a major Norwegian author and publisher, 
wrote in 1955 that Larsen “has collected everything possible of facts,” that 
“everything in the book is based on concrete observation,” and that Larsen 
“very clearly has followed this principle: give such a precise and correct depic-
tion as possible of all tangible factuality, then the not tangible—thoughts, 
feelings, moods—will appear by itself.”15 Another well known scholar from 
the next generation, Philip Houm, wrote in 1981 that the book “is as close to 
the factual event” as it is possible to get.16
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There is another point to emphasize that both Hoel and Houm agree 
on: Larsen was influenced by Ernest Hemingway’s style. No wonder, per-
haps, since Larsen was Hemingway’s first translator in Norway (The Sun Also 
Rises/Solen går sin gang). Furthermore, Hemingway had the same double rela-
tion to fact and fiction as Larsen, being both reporter and fictional novelist. 
Hoel writes that Two Suspicious Characters “is the most successful work in the 
Hemingway style I know.”17 In fact, at the end of his essay Hoel goes even 
further to compliment Larsen: “I am tempted to say that Gunnar Larsen 
has fulfilled the demands on style even tougher than the Master himself.”18 
Not everyone agrees, however, with the comparison. Norway’s internationally 
most celebrated author today, Per Petterson, calls it “tiresome.”19 He recom-
mends reading Larsen for himself, independent of the perception of Hem-
ingway’s influence.
Close to literAry jourNAlism
It is not my opinion that Two Suspicious Characters should be part of the canon of journalism. I have argued that In Cold Blood is not journalism, 
but something between journalism and fiction, a mix of the two genres.20 I 
would say the same is the case with Two Suspicious Characters, even if it can be 
argued that this book is closer to journalism than In Cold Blood because Lar-
sen worked closely on the case as a reporter from the beginning, something 
Capote did not do.  While Gulliksen argues Larsen’s prior work as a journalist 
on the murders ensured that his book about them would necessarily be fic-
tion, I see that background history bringing the book closer to nonfiction. I 
will return to this argument later.  
As a whole the two books are both expressions of a hybrid genre. That 
means they both contain elements of what we traditionally consider to be 
fiction. In general my point of view is that we have to “distinguish between 
reportage and documentary on the one hand and nonfiction novels on the 
other.”21 In other words, a nonfiction novel is not literary journalism (or re-
portage). Literary journalism is, in my opinion, not a hybrid genre; it is jour-
nalism with literary qualities. Both the books, however, are close to literary 
journalism, and therefore are often described as such. In Scandinavia In Cold 
Blood is sometimes even recognized as “one of the best examples of New Jour-
nalism.”22 The confusion about the genre is demonstrated in what a Norwe-
gian publishing house wrote about the book when it was reprinted in 2006: 
“One of the classics within the documentary genre, a shocking reportage and 
a masterly novel.”23 In my opinion it cannot be all this at the same time; at 
least, if it is reportage, it cannot be a novel. But of course the author might 
enter a “double contract” with his readers, which means that the boundaries 
between fiction and nonfiction are not clear.24 In my opinion, fiction writers 
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may enter such a double contract, while reporters cannot.25
The genre “confusion” goes further than the Norwegian discourse. It is 
hard to find any universally accepted definitions of literary journalism. Nor-
man Sims has argued that “Written definitions of literary journalism are, 
at best, abstractions.”26 He writes that he always wants to see an example: 
“Without some examples, I feel like a dinner guest with an empty plate.”27 
The two examples in this essay are on that plate. Do they taste like literary 
journalism? Even if Larsen’s and Capote’s books are not reportage or literary 
journalism according to Norwegian genre categories, they are relevant for 
literary journalism history and discourse, since they clearly demonstrate and 
challenge the borders between fact and fiction.
In an interview in the newspaper Tidens Tegn,28 Gunnar Larsen declared 
that the book was based on solid facts. He was asked if anything in the book 
was invented by the author.
No, the author answers.
—In the whole book there is not a spruce-fir or a fence that the two men 
didn’t pass.
—But the talks they had with the few persons they met?
—I have visited these witnesses and stenographically recorded their state-
ments . . . .
—And the conversation between the two themselves?
—They didn’t talk much. And most of it is retorts that Madsen (“The Boy”) 
recounted during the examination.
—Did you talk to Madsen?
—I was allowed to as long as Madsen, who is now in prison at Akershus, 
accepted, and was informed what it was for. . . . 
 I don’t think it is possible to point out any factual errors in my book. 
Of course I could have invented a story inspired by the events, but it is the 
same for me as it is for many journalists, I cannot do it really well if I don’t 
know that what I’m saying is really true. . . . The need to find the truth is 
the very trigger in a real journalist’s business.”29
The Tidens Tegn interview deals with what is fact and what is not. Gunnar Larsen was very much aware of a distinction between journalism and 
fiction. He does not say that the book is journalism or reportage. He must 
have known it was some kind of “novel,” and that is how it was presented by 
the publishing house. But in the interview he insists on being a journalist and 
having used journalistic research methods in his work with the book. 
The Norwegian scholar Steen Steensen writes that “Two Suspicious Char-
acters was written at a time when the distinction between fiction and journal-
ism was not well established.”30 But even if the concept of journalism became 
clearer in the decades after Two Suspicious Characters was published, historical 
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evidence suggests that legitimate debates about professional journalism were 
taking place in Norway already in the 1920s.31 
In the interview in Tidens Tegn Larsen stresses, “The need to find the 
truth is the very trigger in a real journalist’s business.” By truth he seems to 
mean factual accuracy, that the factual basis must be solid, that the sources 
are sufficient. The idea that the use of specific literary techniques could harm 
the factual basis probably did not occur to him. It was a premature issue. This 
is mainly a debate that turned up in Norway in the 1960s and 1970s, con-
nected to the new hybrid genre called documentary novel.32 It is a paradox, 
though, that some American scholars today probably would accept Two Sus-
picious Characters as literary journalism, like they do In Cold Blood.
the NewspAper As teACher
One year before Two Suspicious Characters was published, Larsen pub-lished his first novel, called This Summer. Størmer, his biographer, 
writes that this is mainly a “roman á clef.”33 Larsen uses quite a lot of material 
from his newspaper articles, “much more than in later novels.”34 One of the 
main characters is the journalist Anton, “who is the author’s spokesman in the 
book.”35 We recognize that what Anton says in the novel coincides with what 
Larsen himself said in the interview above: “The difficulty is that I can never 
get myself to write anything other than what I have seen and experienced.”36
This attitude appears to be deeply rooted in Larsen’s critical consciousness 
at this time in his career. His biographer notes of his first two books:
The reportage . . . pretends to describe the factual basis of a case; it pretends 
to be “true.” In Gunnar Larsen’s case, the borders seem to be somewhat 
vague, particularly in the personally-colored reportages, where the journalist 
stands up as the participant he in fact is. When he uses reportage material in 
his books, he brings in his person in ways that are not easy to interpret.37
Størmer states further that for the author, “his years in Dagbladet were 
his most important teacher.”38 Truman Capote never had this kind of tough 
journalism teacher. He never worked at a daily paper; rather, his journalism 
experience was gained through writing for The New Yorker. This magazine was 
known for its fact checking and accuracy, but some confusion about accuracy 
seems to have arisen in the case of Capote. The New Yorker’s fact checker 
called Capote “the most accurate writer whom he had ever worked with.”39 
But Clifford Hope, the executor for the murdered Clutter family, took a dif-
ferent view: “‘There were inaccuracies, sure,’ said Hope.”40
Larsen learned research and respect for facts at the newspaper. Before he 
wrote Two Suspicious Characters, he read all the statements from the experts, 
all the papers from the court, and statements from witnesses in police inter-
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rogations. So did Capote in his case, but he felt free to change the facts of 
reality, and even admitted to have “giv[en] way to a few small inventions.”41 
One famous and major example is that he invented the last scene in the novel. 
“Since events had not provided him with a happy scene, he was forced to 
make one up,” Gerald Clarke writes in his book Capote: A Biography.42 Few 
have accused Larsen of inventing, and he never admitted to giving way to 
“small inventions.” On the contrary, he rejected the idea of inventing a story, and 
insisted that the book was based on solid, tangible facts and that there were no 
factual errors.43 As a reporter he followed the actual events as closely as he could. 
What scholars have discussed are mainly his literary techniques, not his research. 
it All stArted iN the NewspAper
As noted, Gunnar Larsen covered “The Country Policemen Murders” as a newspaper reporter in 1926 in what has been described as “a brand 
new and unusual form of reportage.”44 He did not write using the singular 
first person, I, but rather we, in a descriptively impressionist style. Here is an 
example of the newspaper reportage: 
 Into this wasteland . . . we drove Saturday evening just as dusk was fall-
ing. The air was cool, a breath of autumn. A pair of cranes flew low over the 
treetops, with out-stretched gangly necks into the last of the day’s shimmer-
ing rays. The evening dew spread itself in solemn procession over the moors 
and gave a picturesque expression of fairytales, and Kittelsen-bog whortle-
berries stood blood-red and the cotton grass bowed low. 45 Soon it became 
pitch black under an overcast sky; the car headlights, which flickered over 
the grey-bearded spruce boughs, laid a mysticism and dread over the forest. 
It sent shivers down our spine; we tried to push aside our observations of 
nature as we at once remembered why we were driving through this dismal 
forest landscape: supposing suddenly that the murderers stood out there in 
the groves!
 We were, after all, hunting down murderers.46
The reportage changes from depictions of nature and the environment 
to a reminder of why they are there. Larsen, in the form of the first person 
plural, places himself in the middle of the action, a way of writing that later 
would be common in Norwegian feature writing, one that brings the reader 
in as participants: they are part of the “we.”
Despite obvious similarities between his newspaper coverage and the 
book—he was writing about the same events—his way of writing, or his 
writing strategy, is different. In the book, he largely uses the third person the 
way one might find it in a realistic novel. In the first 90 percent of the text 
the third person point of view is that of Gustav’s, and Larsen even uses inte-
rior voice; the reader is taken into Gustav’s head and also shares his feelings, 
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suggesting the technique of free indirect discourse as it would be called in 
Norwegian, or the paraphrase of indirect quotation reflecting interior third-
person monologue in English:
 The boy suddenly understood:
 It is now he (Gustav) shall die. That is why Ekstrøm took that detour 
into the densest forest. To do it in peace and quiet.
 Gustav feels himself become prickly red; he squints shyly to the side. 
He can’t move, can’t say a word. He can’t even summon up enough courage 
to be afraid. The silence pounds in his ears like heavy stomping. He smiles.47
In parts of the book, mostly when he depicts nature and describes the two men’s movements in the landscape, Larsen is an omniscient narrator. This 
is different from the point of view in the original newspaper reportage such 
as in the following:
 They have arrived at the more open pine forest and look down to-
wards the track. There is a warehouse there; between the tree trunks they see 
glimpses of white, children at play.
 They make a turn to the left, coming further down where the narrow 
path curls itself between rows of light birch. There is wilted fireweed every-
where, grey tufts on red stalks.
 They step over the sand hill down towards the forest, which already has 
evening darkness under its foliage. 
 They go down a path, slippery from evergreen needles and pine cones. 
It gets dark, brown mushrooms clustering along the sides, and the trees have 
hazy contours.48
Of course, the description of nature is prominent both in the reportage and 
the book. But recall that in the reportage expresses the “we” of the reporter’s 
first person plural impressions: “a pair of cranes flew low over the treetops, 
with out-stretched gangly necks into the last of the day’s shimmering rays.”49 
“We” were observing it. In the book, however, there is a subtle but significant 
difference: “And the dawn breaks, and they’ve never had a more beautiful 
morning. A pair of cranes awakens; they fly with out-stretched gangly necks 
towards the east.”50 Note the invocation of the third-person plural, “they.” 
Thus, our view of nature shifts to one closer to that seen through  the eyes of 
the murderers by means of  the omniscient narrator, not through the eyes of 
the reporting “we.”
In the interview with Tidens Tegn,  Larsen is confronted with the fact that 
he makes his characters almost lyrical. The interviewer asks:
—At least something is wrong in your book. If the two of them had sensed 
nature the way the reader does through your depictions, they would hardly 
have become murderers.
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Larsen answers:
—No one knows how these two beings of nature felt about nature. They 
would not have known how to express it themselves. 51
Larsen’s answer might seem strange, since he insists on authenticity and actuality. He states that nobody knows how the two men felt about na-
ture, and they would not have known how to express these feelings (if you 
asked them). One could as well ask why the interviewer puts up that ques-
tion. Does he think that murderers cannot have feelings, including feelings 
about nature? 
In the newspaper reportage, Larsen witnessed the beauty of the morning. 
But in the book he attributes the perception of such beauty to the killers. And 
the cranes he witnessed as the “we” he now attributes to the killers as seeing.
This relates to Capote’s attitude; to defend his intimate portraits of the 
murderers, he insisted he knew them as well as he knew himself.52 The oppo-
site is the case with Larsen: he says nobody could know these killers’ feelings 
about nature. But in using their imaginations, both authors appear to take 
a bit of license with the facts. Whether Larsen made up the two characters’ 
strong impressions of nature, or he had some support in the interview with 
Gustav, remains an unanswered research question. But we cannot rule out 
that most of these depictions express the author’s own impressions and imagi-
nation from following in the murderers’ footsteps. There is no doubt that he 
attempted to get the details as correctly as he could. According to Larsen’s 
biographer, the author “was hunting for his reconstruction in the forests and 
landscapes of Vinger and Eidskog and east towards Sweden. His ambition 
was not only to follow the same route as the murderers did seven years ago, 
but also even at the same points of time. The farmers stopped and glanced 
at the tall city guy that bustled about on roads and paths, even walking in 
circles, picking up small things from the ground in the forest. He was even 
observed walking backwards while taking notes.”53 What the biographer does 
not note is that Larsen could not get the details absolutely correctly from the 
time of the murders because he was returning to the scene much later. 
differeNCes ANd similArities
There are many similarities between Two Suspicious Characters and In Cold Blood, due to the facts of each story. I have already mentioned that the 
main characters in both books are two males on the run after they have com-
mitted murders. In Larsen’s book their escape attempt is the main story, while 
it is only one part of Capote’s more complex story (taking up about forty-four 
pages, until they are caught on page 208). In both books these characters are 
vagrants with a criminal record. In Two Suspicious Characters the murderers 
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are caught by the police after two months, as is the case in In Cold Blood. 
Another similarity is that both books were published seven years after the 
murders were committed. The authors spent a lot of time on their research 
and finding the literary form. 
I find it more interesting that both books have one weak and one domi-
nant character. In Larsen’s book Gustav (“The Boy”) is young, often afraid, 
and quite dependent on the older and more dangerous man, Ekstrøm (“The 
Man”). In Capote’s book Perry is a daydreamer who writes poetry, while Dick 
is a more violent, aggressive character. In both books this relationship is cen-
tral to the dramatic structure. This is important because both authors have 
the ambition to do more than merely tell the story; they want to understand 
their characters on a psychological level, which is more revealing when a 
weaker, more sensitive character is juxtaposed against a stronger more aggres-
sive character. It is also evident that both authors sympathize with the weaker 
character. Part of Larsen’s reason for writing the book was that he suspected 
that the younger boy Gustav was used as a tool by the older Ekstrøm. In the 
foreword to the Swedish translation Larsen writes that even if the boy had 
shot his gun, it was likely, according to the forensic investigations, that it was 
Ekstrøm who had fired the fatal shots.54 Similarly, Capote also shows affec-
tion for the more sensitive Perry,55 with whom we may assume he can identify 
more readily than with the tougher and less sensitive Dick. 
But Larsen’s biographer emphasizes that redeeming Gustav as an inno-
cent was not Larsen’s only purpose for writing the book: “The author had a 
literary program.”56 Størmer does not specify what this program was about. 
One could speculate that he tried to experiment with a new literary form, like 
Capote claimed to do thirty-three years later. 
Both authors use numerous quotations from newspapers that covered 
the murder cases, which, as a literary technique, helps to emphasize the docu-
mentary basis for the stories.  Capote and Larsen create tension by having 
the murderers read about themselves; in what they read they are reminded—
much as readers of the accounts are as if they were in the murderer’s shoes—of 
how desperate their plight is: They are wanted for murder. In Larsen’s book, 
even the title is taken from the news coverage: “The chase for two suspicious 
characters observed at Krøderen train station, was without result. . . .”57
There are also explicit differences between the books. Two Suspicious Char-acters has a rather simple composition. It tells the story of the two mur-
derers seeking escape. The criminal acts and the murders are reproduced in 
flashbacks through the mind and memory of the young man Gustav. There 
are really only two characters in the book, Gustav and Ekstrøm. Other char-
acters only play subordinate roles. In Cold Blood has a much more complex 
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composition and more characters. Perry and Dick are the main characters, 
but there are others, too: the members of the Clutter family; the police in-
vestigator, Alvin Dewey; and several others.  Capote tells the whole story of 
the planning of the murders, the murders, the escape, the murderers’ capture, 
the investigation, the stay in jail, the court process, and, finally, the hanging. 
He also provides parts of the characters’ socio-cultural backgrounds to ex-
plain their actions. Larsen combines psychological portraits of his characters 
in an intensely action-driven story, but has modest ambitions in providing a 
broader sociological explanation.. 
Both books were made into feature films, but ultimately had different 
futures. In Cold Blood was released in 1967. While Two Suspicious Characters 
was filmed in 1950, the surviving convicted murderer, still in jail, turned 
to court to stop it, and the Norwegian Supreme Court ruled it could not 
be shown in public.  It would not be fully released until 2007, when it was 
shown for the first time on Norwegian Public Service TV (NRK). The Nor-
wegian response demonstrates how extremely sensitive the identification of a 
murderer was, and this was probably why Larsen chose not to use the murder-
ers’ real names in his book. It also demonstrates that the Norwegian Supreme 
Court considered the book, upon which the film was based, to be more fact 
than fiction.
reCoNstruCtioN of the flight from justiCe
The murderers’ flight follows quite similar dramatic patterns in the two books. In Two Suspicious Characters, Ekstrøm and Gustav are, in the 
beginning, confident that they will not be recognized and caught, but even-
tually, after reading newspapers, they understand that the police know who 
they are and are pursuing them.  The young Gustav is the first to get nervous 
and suspicious:
 Scared stiff, searching, the boy pulls the newspaper nearer; he finds it:
 “The Chief of the Identifications Bureau drove yesterday morning up 
to the cabin which belongs to the brother of one of the murdered police-
men. It is established that the murderers have been in the cabin. There are 
numerous fingerprints which will be investigated further. Some of them are 
very clear. . . .”
 Fingerprints . . . Now Gustav understands. That dark wave envelopes 
him once again. That’s why Ekstrøm has been moping. Those old finger-
prints that they have of him . . . .
 Maybe they even know who Ekstrøm is! 58
In In Cold Blood Dick and Perry do not know that the police suspect them, 
but the more sensitive of the two, Perry, is suspicious from time to time, such 
as just before they are caught, when Dick is still talking about robbing and 
stealing big money: 
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 But Perry chewed his gum and shivered and sulked. Dick said, “What 
is it, honey? That other deal? Why the hell can’t you forget it? They never 
made any connection. They never will.”
 Perry said, “You could be wrong. And if you are, it means The Corner.” 
Neither one had ever before referred to the ultimate penalty in the State of 
Kansas—the gallows, or death in The Corner.59
Both couples share the same destiny—they get increasingly more miserable 
as time—weeks and months—pass. They are hungry and cold. Gustav and 
Ekstrøm are often starving:60
 They walk over a shaded mound, find three eggs under a pair of sloping 
roofing tiles behind a barn. One of them is warm, Gustav picks them up 
through the nettle.
 Gustav crushes his egg with his fingers. With trembling hands he slurps 
it down.
 Afterwards he feels even hungrier, famished. He craves more food.
 He stumbles along, unsteadily, takes small steps, listens dully. 61
There is a similar scene in In Cold Blood when Dick and Perry hide from the 
rain in a barn in Iowa62:
 Perry, drenched and shaking, dropped beside him. “I’m so cold,” he 
said, burrowing in the hay, “I’m so cold I wouldn’t give a damn if this caught 
fire and burned me alive.” He was hungry, too. Starved. Last night they had 
dined on bowls of Salvation Army soup, and today the only nourishment 
they’d had was some chocolate bars and chewing-gum that Dick had stolen 
from a drugstore candy counter. “Any more Hershey?” Perry asked.
 No, but there was still a pack of chewing-gum. They divided it, then 
settled down to chewing it. . . .63
In both books the killings are described indirectly. Whether this solution is a matter of ethics, research method, or dramatic suspense is unclear—it may 
be a combination. I find it likely, though, that dramatic suspense provides at 
least one important explanation for the authors’ choices. Part of the suspense 
in Larsen’s story is the uncertainty of Gustav’s guilt, which is reflected in sev-
eral flashbacks where Gustav recalls the fatal event in different ways. If Larsen 
had depicted the killings directly in the beginning of the novel, one of the 
most suspenseful parts of the plot would have been lost. Likewise, suspense 
would have been lost in Capote’s work if the author had described the killings 
immediately for readers; more suspense is created when he presents the result 
of the brutality through the eyes of some neighbors and the sheriff. 
In Two Suspicious Characters, Gustav, while in flight, thinks back in flash-
backs:
 No! He knew nothing. Not until everything was over, and the last smoke 
from the gun rose towards the evening sun. There were two lying there. . . .
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 Unpleasant images which he tried to block out, overwhelmed him. 
What happened? Why? In the dim haze, through salty sweat, he saw dark 
shapes swaying violently. Boots that kicked. And police batons. It all went 
so lightning fast. He just stood there, panic-stricken and fumbled with his 
revolver so that it would be too late.
 He never intended to take anyone’s life. They just sat there, eating 
peacefully. How could he help it if those damned . . .
 Ugh, they were dead. Yes, was the big one . . . ?
 Images crash together, become just a black interference in his eyes. An 
upright shape storms towards him at violent speed . . . Throws hands in the 
air. At once.  Falls backwards to the ground . . . Oh silence!
It wasn’t him! It wasn’t him! He wouldn’t shoot!
 When they took him, he would swear that it couldn’t have been him. 
They would have to believe him. It wasn’t him!
 A new image burns, lurking behind, coming forward, not to be denied, 
relentlessly:
 Ekstrøm with his knee over the youngest. Lifts the knife, forcefully, 
quickly, stabs!
 Gustav had said he believed the younger policeman knew him from 
Hokksund. He had been in the police force there.
 It was then that Ekstrøm ran off . . . No, Gustav hadn’t meant it. Didn’t 
want anything to do with it . . . Didn’t he turn himself away from it all, and 
then packed his bag?
 It was Ekstrøm! 64
In the next flashback, fourteen pages later, Gustav seems to have collected his 
thoughts:
. . . They were seated and were almost finished eating, when the policemen 
suddenly appeared. Gustav immediately recognized the youngest one who 
had been the Sheriff at Hokksund. But he didn’t say anything that indicated 
that he recognized Gustav.
 Then the old policeman asked: Are you berry-pickers?
 There aren’t many berries in the forest, Ekstrøm replied. Gustav re-
members every word; it was so seldom they spoke to anyone.
 And I see you have a tent, the older officer said, and then he went be-
hind a spruce tree and whistled. It was then that the younger one—the one 
that Gustav recognized—said that they were police, and asked what kind of 
guys[Ekstrøm and Gustav] were.
 We are what we are, said Ekstrøm.
 After that the young policeman, once again, said that they were police-
men, and that they had gotten their questions answered.
 Then Ekstrøm said: And you come here, into the forest, to ask your 
questions?
 Yes, said the young one.
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 It was as if Ekstrøm grew wings. He sprang up: No way, you, he 
screamed, and in a second he was behind the spruce. At the same moment, 
gunfire, two-three shots, and Ekstrøm screamed to Gustav: Shoot, shoot, 
God dammit!
 At this point he can think no longer.65
The uncertainty of who the killer was continues throughout the book. 
Gustav is unsure and changes his opinion: Did he kill? Or did he not? Ekstrøm 
exploits Gustav’s uncertainty to convince him that he is the killer. This was a 
main concern for Larsen, who deliberately wished to create the uncertainty of 
Gustav’s guilt.66 In this way the book has a touch of investigative journalism.
Like Larsen, Capote does not reconstruct the murders by describing 
them. He leaves Dick and Perry when they enter the house of the Clutter 
family. We see the killings through the eyes of witnesses who come to the 
murder scene—first some neighbors, and then the sheriff. Finally, Perry fills 
in the details in his confession.
reCoNstruCtioN without oBserVAtioN or iNterViews
I have already mentioned that it appears Capote uses reconstruction without observation and interviews to a larger extent than Larsen. In Two Suspi-
cious Characters this technique is mainly used in the last fourteen pages of 
the book.67 At that point Larsen changes the point of view from Gustav to 
Ekstrøm (who fatally shoots himself when he is eventually surrounded by the 
police). But Larsen does not only write in the third person; he is also an om-
niscient narrator, and more so in this last controversial part than in the main 
part written from Gustav’s point of view. It is as if Larsen knew he was on thin 
ice, since he had never met Ekstrøm. Most of this part is action-driven and 
told by the omniscient narrator. 
Larsen had in fact been on the spot of the suicide just after it happened 
in 1926. He observed Anton Emanuel Oskar Svensson (Ekstrøm) being car-
ried on a ladder just after the shot.  Larsen had come to the place where the 
two murderers were surrounded just before Svensson, wounded by a series of 
shots, managed to escape into the forest. Larsen then followed the chase by 
police, dogs, and farmers until Svensson committed suicide. On October 23 
the headline on the front page of Dagbladet reported, “The murderer Svensson 
shot himself today [at] 11:15 a.m.” The subhead read “An eyewitness report.” 
Larsen had interviewed police sources and walked around in the actual terrain 
with the man who discovered the two murderers.68 Later he read the police 
documents that reconstructed the chase of Svensson. In this way, he had both 
his own observations and documents to base his story on. But, of course, he 
never had the chance to talk to Svensson. And it is particularly in the last lines 
of the novel  that Larsen uses the interior voice of Svensson/Ekstrøm:
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 People stomp in through the grove from all directions.
 An excrutiating, unbearable pain cuts through the Swede’s (Ekstrøm’s) 
arm. Then paralysis, with flowing ease. 
 It’s useless.
 He knew it.—But he didn’t care.
 He’ll fool them! For one last time.
 Slowly, he turned the revolver towards his own forehead. Uses his left 
hand for support.
 As the gun fires, he knows that this time it will not fail.
 He blows up the world.69
In the thirty-five pages about the Clutter family before the killings Capote used reconstruction without observation or interviews with members of 
the Clutter family. He never met them. His own editor at The New Yorker, 
William Shawn, regretted that he had allowed Capote to use this technique 
after the story appeared in the magazine.70 As Weingarten notes, how could 
Capote know what the four family members said and thought? Weingar-
ten emphasizes the difficulty in “writing about events that [Capote] hadn’t 
witnessed, dialogue that he received secondhand, interior monologues that 
required a fair amount of creative license on his part.”71 
There is a decisive difference between Larsen’s and Capote’s research. Lar-
sen worked as a reporter during the two months the book depicts. He was 
close to the police and other sources when it all happened, and he was even on 
the spot when the two murderers were caught. I do not agree with Geir Gul-
liksen that this is a disadvantage when it comes to the book’s credibility and 
status as a nonfiction novel. In fact, Larsen’s detailed research as a journalist 
guarantees a high degree of accuracy. Without it, the story would have been 
fiction. Gulliksen does not argue convincingly why “the act of rewriting” the 
story in book form necessarily turns it into fiction. It is just an unsupported 
claim.
Capote did not follow the events as they were taking place. He started his 
work on the story long after. One of the problems with Capote’s sources has 
been pointed out by Weingarten: Capote “had to piece together a story that 
had only two living witnesses, as it turned out—the murderers themselves.”72 
This also applies to the eighteen pages about Dick and Perry on their way to 
the home of the Clutter family. Capote does not only describe what they are 
doing, but he also quotes their direct dialogue in long passages. He writes as 
if he had been on the spot and overheard their conversation. But he did not. 
He only had his interviews with them to base it on. Larsen does some of the 
same, but, in my view, not to the same extent. There is not much dialogue 
in Two Suspicious Characters. It is likely he felt he had to be careful since he 
was not on the spot. As a trained journalist he had respect for the difference 
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between what you could tell from observation, interviews, and documents—
and what you could not tell. One more difference is striking. Whereas Larsen 
“stenographically recorded” the witnesses’ statements and took detailed notes 
of everything he observed, Capote trusted his memory; he never took notes 
during interviews.73 He wrote down from memory shortly after what he had 
heard, and used the notes of his secretary.74
differeNt trAditioNs
Thore Roksvold chose the wrong argument in excluding Two Suspicious Characters  from being nonfiction and journalism. Even if Larsen had 
interviewed both murderers, his book, in my opinion, when judged today, 
would still not be journalism. This is simply because the use of interior voice 
and monologue is not consistent with the methodological and ethical de-
mands of professional journalism as practiced in Norway. I am not aware 
of any journalistic method that gives access to a person’s thoughts and inner 
feelings in the past. In my view literary reconstruction of such thoughts and 
feelings based solely on interviews crosses the border into fiction.75 So far this 
has been the most common opinion among Norwegian reporters and liter-
ary reportage scholars, even if many American scholars of literary journalism 
may think that it is an acceptable practice. The reason for this might be our 
two different traditions; in Norway literary journalism and literary reportage 
are not the same thing. The reportage tradition goes back to the 1860s, and 
professional standards were established in the early twentieth century.  Scan-
dinavian reportage theory and practice is strict when it comes to the demands 
of actuality, firsthand observation, and participant experience.76 There is no 
room for literary reconstruction of events in the past, solely based on inter-
views, like in American literary journalism and nonfiction. In this respect our 
traditions seem to be quite different.
There are signs, however, that these boundaries are being pushed against 
even in the Scandinavian countries. It started in Denmark in the early 2000s. 
Inspired by Mark Kramer and what has come to be called the Narrative Jour-
nalism movement in the United States, Danish reporters turned to literary re-
construction built on interviews when writing series for the daily press. Three 
textbooks, two Danish and one Norwegian, presented this kind of journalism 
to Scandinavian journalists.77 But so far Norwegian reporters tend to stick to 
the old ideals, in my view, even if a few younger reporters experiment with 
reconstruction in a very modest way and within the frame of full openness 
with their readers about the use of such literary techniques.
Another indication of change is that the most recent Norwegian text-
book on reportage, written by the scholar and literary reporter Steen Steens-
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en, leaves an opening for use of reconstruction based on interviews. “But it 
obviously is connected with several challenges,” he writes, and particularly 
mentions source criticism, inner monologue, intimacy, and false impression 
of the reporter’s presence.78 
I have been asked by American scholars if Two Suspicious Characters is 
as good as In Cold Blood. To me it is better. But I know this may be highly 
subjective since I can read it in Norwegian. It might also be a cultural phe-
nomenon. To me the story is less clear cut and more uncertain because there 
is doubt about Gustav’s guilt. As the only survivor at the conclusion we are 
haunted by not knowing the answer. For that reason I find it more exciting 
and thrilling than In Cold Blood. But it might well be that many American 
readers would judge it differently. 
My modest contribution in this essay is to introduce Gunnar Larsen to 
an international audience of scholars, and in particular to showcase his early 
and original “documentary novel.” I find that Larsen is largely forgotten to-
day in Norway, while Capote is still of current interest. Norwegian journalism 
teachers and students know Capote, but few know Larsen.79 Two Suspicious 
Characters was last published in 2000 and is long out of print. In Cold Blood 
was last published in Norwegian in 2006 and is still available. I find this un-
fair. I hope I have shown that Two Suspicious Characters is a better example of 
the nonfiction novel than In Cold Blood, and it was written thirty-three years 
earlier. That is why I would suggest that Two Suspicious Characters should be 
translated into other languages so it can be accessible to a growing family of 
scholars with an interest in this field. Only then can it obtain the prominent 
position it deserves in international discussions of literary journalism.
–––––––––––––––––
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